NOW   OR   NEVER
startling result. Similar conversations will he conducted early
next week, and the ground has to be prepared so that, if
continued, they can be conducted with goodwill and with
complete agreement in view—not for the striking of
ephemeral bargains... the latest move in Austria played only
a very small part in the conversation/
On Saturday the Cabinet met, and it sat tor nearly three
and a half hours. It then adjourned until 3 p.m. on Sunday.
The length of the meeting aroused intense curiosity. * The
principal point at issue *, stated the diplomatic correspondent
of the Sunday Times,e is whether settlement of the problems
of the Italian troops in Spain and anti-British propaganda
should be made a condition precedent to a full agreement *.
Chamberlain and Eden were described as reporting to their
colleagues the conversations they had had with Grandi, and
as inviting them to decide on the subjects to be included in
the projected talks with Italy, and the order in which they
were to be discussed. Readers of the Sunda\ Times were
left to guess the full significance of this phraseology.
The meeting lasted until 6.15 p.m. Eden then spent a further
fifteen minutes with the Prime Minister, leaving with Walter
Elliott and W. S. Morrison. Hoare and Kingsley Wood did
not leave until 7 p.m. These groupings were a fair symbol of
the alignment of forces within the Cabinet. Although Hitler
was expected to have finished his speech before the Sunday
Cabinet met * it is unlikely that its terms will be before the
Cabinet'. The Observer was a little less reticent. * In some
quarters the opinion wa,s held, although it could not rest upon
any responsible authority, that a difference of view had mani-
fested itself in the Cabinet about the right method to be
adopted by British diplomacy in the present crisis. The
divergence is represented to be somewhat marked as between
the Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary, though the
divergence be'not necessarily unadjustable.*
On the whole, the impression is not one of conscious sup-
pression of news as before the Abdication, but rather in some
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